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SEED LAYER PRINTED CONTACT FORMATION FOR HIGHLY DOPED BORON EMITTERS OF N-TYPE
SILICON SOLAR CELLS WITH FRONT SIDE JUNCTION
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ABSTRACT: Seed layer printed, fired and plated front side contacts are an industrial feasible high-efficiency
technique for p-type silicon solar cells with a front side phosphorous-doped emitter. In this work we studied such a
contact formation for boron-doped emitters of n-type silicon solar cells by applying a jet printed silver seed layer. The
contact formation was investigated on shallow, industrial-type as well as on deep, high-efficiency-type emitters by
means of specific contact resistance measurements for different firing conditions. Moreover, the emitter shunting has
been studied by firing p+nn+ test structures at temperatures between 700 and 850 °C. Based on the observed results,
p+nn+ solar cells have been fabricated, featuring the shallow boron emitter and an unpassivated, fully metalized
phosphorous-doped back surface field. Conversion efficiencies up to 20.5% and fill factors of 80.8% could be
achieved, demonstrating the effective contact formation to the boron-doped emitter on the device level.
Keywords: n-type silicon solar cell, boron emitter, front contact
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of 45 fA/cm2 have been achieved on shallow,
industrial-type boron emitters for firing temperatures
between 750 and 850 °C. Such low J0e values would
allow for open-circuit voltages VOC above 700 mV.
To benefit from that high quality firing stable boron
emitter passivation for n-type silicon solar cells, a front
side metallization is needed that features a low contact
resistance to the boron emitter, a high lateral conductivity
and very finely structured fingers. In this respect a
promising approach is a two-step process [15], where in a
first step a fine-line seed layer is produced on the antireflection coating (ARC). After firing this seed layer
through the ARC for contact formation to the emitter, the
seed layer is thickened by a plating step in order to attain
the high lateral conductivity. The main advantage of such
a two-layer concept is that each layer can be optimized
individually. Fine-line printed seed layers in combination
with silver plating have been proven to allow for very
narrow contact fingers in the range of 50 µm featuring a
high aspect ratio [16]. On laboratory p-type solar cells,
fabricated with this front side metallization technique,
conversion efficiencies above 21% have been achieved
[17].
The focus of this work is to investigate such a seed
layer printed, fired and plated contact formation on
Al2O3/SiNx coated boron emitters as a front side
metallization for n-type silicon solar cells. Therefore, the
contact formation of an aerosol jet-printed silver seed
layer ink was studied for different firing processes on two
different boron emitters: (i) a shallow, industrial-type and
(ii) a deep, high-efficiency-type boron emitter. Based on
the results, laboratory n-type silicon solar cells have been
fabricated, featuring a full-area phosphorous-doped back
surface field (BSF) on the rear.

INTRODUCTION

Currently, the PV industry tends to introduce
high-efficiency solar cell concepts, including passivated
rear surfaces, selective emitters, etc.. However, for highefficiency solar cell concepts the quality of the base
material is becoming more and more important [1].
Hence, phosphorous-doped n-type silicon seems to be the
material of the choice to benefit the most from the
high-efficiency techniques, due to physical advantages of
n-type silicon compared to boron-doped p-type silicon.
This advantages are: (i) n-type was found to be more
tolerant to common metal impurities than p-type silicon
[2] and (ii) n-type silicon does not suffer from the
light-induced degradation (LID), which is known for
p-type Cz silicon due to boron-oxygen complexes [3-5].
With conversion efficiencies of 23% and above the
potential of n-type silicon has been demonstrated at the
device level over years [6-8]. However, n-type silicon
solar cells with a boron diffused front side emitter have
not yet been realized in industrial production, as
industrial feasible technologies for their fabrication are
still needed. One key issue in this respect is the solar
cells’ front side passivation and metallization. The
current industrial standard front side metallization is
based on printing technologies, which usually require a
high temperature process for the contact formation.
During this high temperature process, the metallization is
fired through the dielectric front side coating at
temperatures above 650 °C. This implies that a firing
stable passivation of the boron emitter is a basic
requirement for combining the boron front side emitter
with printed contacts.
Thin layers of aluminum oxide (Al2O3) grown by
atomic layer deposition (ALD) are known to provide an
outstanding level of surface passivation on lowly doped
p-type surfaces [9] as well as on highly boron-doped p+
surfaces [6, 10]. It was already shown by different
authors that the passivation of the Al2O3 layers remains
relative stable after a typical contact firing processes [1113], especially on p+ surfaces [11]. More recently, we
have developed a firing stable passivation applicable to
front side boron emitters, consisting of a thin Al2O3
passivation layer covered by a SiNx anti-reflection
coating [14]. With that layer stack J0e values in the range

2

EXPERIMENTAL

To investigate the seed layer printed, fired, and plated
contact formation on boron emitters, the specific contact
resistance was measured according to the transfer-length
method (TLM) [18]. The contact formation was studied
on planar and textured as well as on coated and uncoated
emitters. Coated stands for the firing stable Al2O3/SiNx
passivation stack [14]. Therefore, samples with TLM
structures were fabricated on planar (shiny etched) and
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Figure 1: Boron doping profiles of the shallow emitter
with a sheet resistance Rsh of 90 Ω/sq as well as of the
deep emitter (Rsh = 135 Ω/sq).

Figure 3: Measured specific contact resistances ρc as a
function of the wafers firing peak temperature,
determined by means of TLM measurements. The TLM
measurements were performed on planar (shiny etched)
as well as on alkaline textured (random pyramids)
surfaces, all diffused with the shallow 90 Ω/sq emitter.
Some of the samples are coated with 10 nm Al2O3 and
60 nm SiNx. Besides, measured ρc values are shown for
the uncoated deep 135 Ω/sq emitter.

alkaline textured (random pyramids) n-type Si wafers
with a (100)-oriented surface. Two diffused emitters were
applied: (i) a shallow emitter with a high surface doping
concentration NA of ~8×1019 cm–3 and a sheet resistance
Rsh of 90 Ω/sq and (ii) a deep boron emitter with NA of
~6×1018 cm–3 and Rsh of 135 Ω/sq (Figure 1). In the
following these emitters are referred to as “shallow” and
“deep” emitter, respectively. The boron diffusion was
performed in a tube furnace using BBr3 as diffusion
source. The deep emitter was formed by an additional
drive-in process. Some of the samples were coated with
the passivation stack consisting of 10 nm Al2O3 and
60 nm SiNx. The Al2O3 layer was deposited by plasmaassisted ALD, while the SiNx deposition was performed
in an in-line PECVD reactor. After being coated, the
TLM structures were printed via aerosol jet-printing of
the silver seed ink (developed at Fraunhofer ISE). The
contact distances for the TLM structures have been
varied between 50 µm and 5 mm. The contact firing was
performed in a rapid thermal processing furnace,
applying a typical, industrial-like temperature profile
with wafer peak temperatures between 700 and 850 °C.
Finally, the seed layer was electro-plated with ~10 µm
silver.
In order to study the emitter shunting characteristics

of the contact formation, p+nn+ test structures were
fabricated on n-type FZ Si wafers with a thickness of
200 µm and a resistivity of 1 Ωcm. Figure 2 depicts a
cross-section of the applied p+nn+ cell design
schematically. The back side of the test structures was
passivated by a Gaussian-shaped, ~2 µm deep
phosphorous diffused (POCl3) BSF with a surface doping
concentration of ~3×1019 cm–3. The BSF was contacted
on the whole area by evaporated aluminum. The front
side of the p+nn+ test structures was fabricated
analogously to the TLM structures, featuring alkaline
textured surfaces (random pyramids), the shallow emitter
diffusion (90 Ω/sq), and the Al2O3/SiNx layer stack. On
these test structures the pseudo fill factor PFF and the
open-circuit voltage VOC was determined for different
firing temperatures via the Suns-VOC technique [19].
Finally, 2×2 cm2 n-type solar cells were fabricated
analogously to p+nn+ test structures featuring the same
cell design, see Figure 2. The base material was again
1 Ωcm n-type FZ Si wafers with a thickness of 200 µm.
The front side grid was adapted to the emitter sheet
resistance of 90 Ω/sq as well as the respective contact
parameters (e.g. specific contact resistance, finger width,
etc.) by using the software Gridsim (developed at
Fraunhofer ISE). Thus, on the final solar cells a finger
distance of 1.25 mm was applied.
3

CONTACT FORMATION ON BORON EMITTERS

As the reaction energy for the contact firing is
primarily adjusted by the firing peak temperature, this
temperature is one of the most crucial process parameter
for the contact formation. Thus, the specific contact
resistance ρc was studied for different firing peak
temperatures between 700 and 850 °C. Figure 3 shows
the ρc values obtained on both, the shallow and the deep
emitter for the different surface structures. As can be
seen, by applying the silver ink on the shallow 90 Ω/sq

Figure 2: Schematic cross-section of the p+nn+ solar cell
structure based on n-type Si featuring a full-area,
phosphorous-doped BSF on the rear.
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Figure 5: Detail SEM top view micrographs of the
contact interface for the same samples shown in Figure
4. Again, the bright areas are Ag crystallites whereas the
dark, rectangular-shaped regions are the imprints of
missing Ag crystallites. Especially in the case of (c), the
micrograph was taken from an Ag crystallite rich part of
the seed layer.

concentration of ~6×1018 cm–3, a rather high ρc of
25 mΩcm² was obtained. Since no adequate ρc was
achieved for the deep emitter, the following work is
focused on the shallow emitter.
In order to attain a microscopic view of the contact
formation, scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images
have been taken from fired contact interfaces. For that
purpose the metallization as well as the glass layer, which
is present at the fired contact interface, were removed
from the TLM structures by wet-chemical etching. Figure
4 shows overview SEM micrographs from the contact
interface of seed layer line sections with either an
uncoated or coated emitter, each fired at a low firing
temperature in the range of 700-730 °C and a high firing
temperature in the range of 840-850 °C. All micrographs
were taken on samples, featuring a planar surface and the
shallow emitter diffusion (90 Ω/sq). Detail SEM
micrographs of the same samples are shown in Figure 4.
The bright areas in the micrographs are Ag crystallites
whereas the dark, rectangular-shaped regions are imprints
of missing Ag crystallites. From the overview SEM
micrographs it can be seen, that the widths of the seed
layer lines of the different samples ranges from 15 µm to
30 µm due to slightly differing printing parameters.
However, the printed seed layer thickness was not
affected significantly by the slightly differing printing
parameters and thus the observed crystallite formation

Figure 4: SEM top view on the contact interface of seed
layer lines on uncoated [(a) and (b)] and coated [(c) and
(d)] emitters, after contact firing at low temperatures in
the range of 700-730 °C [(a) and (c)] and at high
temperatures in the range of 840-850 °C [(b) and (d)].
Coated stands for the 10 nm Al2O3 and 60 nm SiNx layer
stack. The samples feature a planar, (100)-oriented
surface, all diffused with the shallow 90 Ω/sq emitter.
The SEM micrographs were taken after etching back the
contact metallization and subsequently the glass at the
contact interface. The bright areas are the Ag crystallites.

emitter (surface concentration NA of ~8×1019 cm–3), very
low ρc values in the range of 1 mΩcm² and below were
achieved for all surface structures. In the case of the
coated emitters an optimum firing temperature at about
750 °C was observed. By applying the silver ink on the
deep 135 Ω/sq emitter featuring a low surface
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the SEM images. Such a low Ag crystallite coverage is a
typical value for printed and fired Ag contacts to
phosphorous-doped emitters [21, 22]. The low Ag
crystallite coverage indicates that the real contact
resistance of the rather small contact area of the Ag
crystallites is about two orders of magnitude lower than
the measured value. According to the calculations of
Schroder et al.[23], the specific contact resistance of an
ideal Ag / p+ Si contact is around 1×10–4 mΩcm2 for
NA = 1×1020 cm–3 and a barrier height φb of ~0.5 eV,
which is even lower. It is worth mentioning, that for the
estimation of the coverage the vertical component of real
contact interface area of the pyramidal-like shaped Ag
crystallites was neglected. Even if a rough estimation was
made, this very low specific contact resistance of the Ag
crystallites shows that with Ag as contact metal an
excellent low-resistive contact to the highly doped boron
emitter is possible for firing through the Al2O3/SiNx layer
stack.
From the detail SEM micrographs of Figure 5 it can
be obviously seen that the higher the firing temperature
the stronger is the reaction, which leads to more and
larger Ag crystallites. Concerning the contact resistance,
which was found to increase with increasing firing
temperature, this seems to be a surprising result.
However, this behavior can be explained by having a
closer look at the chemical reactions involved in the
contact formation [16, 20]: during the firing process,
oxygen from glass frits (PbO) and silicon from the SiNx
layer react to glass (SiOx). This glass forms an insulating
layer at the contact interface, which insulates silver
crystallites (metal / semiconductor interface) from the
bulk silver of the contact. With increasing firing
temperature the amount of generated glass increases too
since more SiNx is opened (see Figure 4c and d) and
hence more Si from the SiNx reacts with the glass frit to
SiOx. This could mean that the insulation of the silver
crystallites is increased as well. If so, there are two
contrary reactions, the formation of Ag crystallites
simultaneous to their insulation due to the formation of
glass. This reaction characteristic would describe the
existence of an optimum contact firing temperature
between 700 and 800 °C as observed.
As can also be seen from the detail SEM micrographs
of Figure 5, the firing temperature has a strong impact on
the lateral size of the Ag crystallites. Even if it is not
possible from the SEM micrographs to determine a
penetration depth of the Ag crystallites into the emitter,
shunting could be assumed to be an issue for the high
firing temperatures. Therefore open-circuit voltage VOC
and pseudo fill factor PFF were studied as a function of
the firing peak temperature on the p+nn+ test structures.
As can be seen from Figure 6, for firing temperatures of
750 °C and below, VOC values up to 660 mV were
achieved. Those values are close to the maximum VOC of
~665 mV that can be reached with this type of full-area
BSF cell structure (Figure 2). The maximum VOC of the
cell structure was simulated by the use of PC1D [24]
assuming an ideal front side passivation. From the
reduced PFF values for firing temperature of 800 °C and
above, it can be concluded that a significant emitter
shunting occurs at those temperatures. The emitter
shunting also affects the VOC above 750 °C, which is
reduced strongly. Nevertheless, at firing temperatures of
750 °C, which were found to be well suited for solar cell
fabrication due to the low contact resistance, no
significant shunting was observed.

pseudo fill factor PFF (%)
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850
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Figure 6: Open-circuit voltage VOC and the pseudo fill
factor PFF as a function of the firing peak temperature
measured at the p+nn+ test structures. The values were
measured with the Suns-VOC technique.

should not be affected, too. The overview SEM
micrographs show the distribution of the Ag crystallites
over the fired seed layer. A homogenous distribution was
obtained for the uncoated samples (Figure 4a and b),
where especially for the high firing temperature of
840 °C almost the hole seed layer area is covered by Ag
crystallites. The same firing temperature dependent Ag
crystallite formation on planar uncoated samples was
found for the deep boron emitter. In contrast to the
uncoated emitters, the coated sample fired at 730 °C
(Figure 4c) shows only very few clusters of Ag
crystallites, whereas the coated sample fired at 850 °C
(Figure 4d) shows a higher crystallite density.
The fact that on the coated emitter the crystallite
formation tends to be much weaker for decreasing firing
temperature explains the increased contact resistance
obtained on the coated emitters for low contact firing
temperature. The reason for that weak crystallite
formation is, that the reaction between the ink, in
particular with the glass frit, and the SiNx was found to
start at temperatures of ~680 °C [20] and hence, the low
firing temperature of 700 °C is most likely not sufficient
to fire the seed layer through the Al2O3/SiNx stack
adequately. However, for the coated TLM sample fired at
730 °C a ρc of 0.9±0.7 mΩcm2 was measured, which
seems to be rather low for the very low density of Ag
crystallites observed from Figure 4c. To get a more
quantitative view, a rough estimation of the Ag crystallite
coverage was made by taking the total contact width after
plating of ~35 µm into account, which was also used for
evaluation of the TLM measurements. The Ag crystallite
coverage was estimated to be ~1% by pixel counting at
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contact firing temperature for both, a shallow as well as a
deep boron-doped emitter. For the deep emitter (surface
concentration NA of ~6×1018 cm–3) a rather high ρc of
25 mΩcm2 was obtained, whereas very low ρc values in
the range of 1 mΩcm2 were achieved for the shallow
emitter (NA of ~8×1019 cm–3), even for firing through the
Al2O3/SiNx passivation stack. The emitter shunting was
studied on the shallow emitter as a function of the firing
temperature with p+nn+ test structures. Considerable
shunting has been observed for firing temperatures of
800 °C and above. Finally, p+nn+ solar cells (2×2 cm2)
have been fabricated on 1 Ωcm, phosphorous-doped FZ
silicon. Conversion efficiencies up to 20.5% and fill
factors of 80.8% have been achieved, which is a very
high level for solar cells with an unpassivated, fully
metalized phosphorous-doped back surface field. The
high fill factor level demonstrates the potential of the
investigated front side metallization at the device level.

SOLAR CELL RESULTS

Based on the results described in the previous section
p+nn+ solar cells have been fabricated by applying the
shallow 90 Ω/sq emitter, on which low specific contact
resistances have been achieved. For that emitter the
lowest contact resistances were achieved at firing
temperature around 750 °C and emitter shunting was
found to begin at 800 °C. Therefore, the contact firing of
the solar cells was performed with peak temperatures
between 720 and 780 °C. Table 1 summarizes the I-V
parameters of our most recent cell batch [25]. Listed are
the results for the best solar cell of each firing
temperature. Besides the I-V parameters, the pseudo fill
factors PFF measured with the Suns-VOC technique are
also listed. The achieved conversion efficiencies η in the
range of 20%, with a maximum of 20.5% for the cell
fired at 720 °C, have reached very high values for the
applied p+nn+ cell design. Most important, however –
with respect to the fired surface passivation as well as the
fired front side contact formation – are the high values
achieved for VOC and FF at the device level. The VOC of
about 654 mV is close to the maximum achievable VOC
for this cell design (compare previous section).
Moreover, the high FF of 80.8% demonstrates the
excellent contact formation of the silver seed layer ink to
the highly doped boron emitter. That high FF values
came along with low series resistances Rs,light in the range
of 0.5 Ωcm2, determined by comparing the one-sun with
the dark I-V curve [26]. For the PFF, which is a good
measure for the junction quality after firing, values above
83% independent of the applied firing temperatures
between 720 and 780 °C were observed. This reveals that
the shallow boron emitter was not shunted during the
contact formation for all applied firing temperatures. That
wide range of applicable firing temperatures indicates a
wide and stable process window for the contact firing
process.
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